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Fire Separation Requirements at Two-Family Dwellings
Including ADUs located within the same structure as Primary Dwelling
August 2019

A Secondary or Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) located within the same structure as a primary dwelling
unit invokes certain Building Code provisions that require proper detailing of construction assemblies
on the part of the designer, as well as proper execution at the job site by the builder.
Building Code requirements for “two-family dwellings” include fire-rated construction assemblies at
walls, floors and/or roofs, as well as penetrations occurring in these fire-resistant building elements.
Fire separation requirements of two family dwellings are described in detail in Sections R302.3–R302.4
of the 2015 International Residential Code. For more detailed information, refer to the attached
requirements as excerpted from I.R.C. Code & Commentary – Volume 1.
Garfield County residential projects with two or more dwelling units in the same structure require a
Colorado licensed Architect to wet-seal drawings submitted for building permit. The Architect shall
specifically address key fire resistance provisions of the Building Code (as referenced above), and the
Architect must wet seal/stamp the drawings submitted along with the building permit application.
Drawings prepared by the Architect and submitted to the Building Department for permit shall include
the following:
1. For All Projects – Clearly identify location and extent of all fire-rated assemblies between adjacent
dwelling units – as shown on floor plans, building sections, details – and including the following
requirements:
a. Construction assemblies of both vertical and/or horizontal separations are required to meet
a one-hour fire-resistance rating (*Note: Fire sprinklers reduce fire-rating to 30 minutes).
b. Floor/ceiling and wall assemblies shall extend to and be tight against exterior walls. Wall
assemblies shall extend from foundation up to underside of roof sheathing.
c. Where floor assemblies are required to be fire-resistance rated, supporting construction
(walls, beams, posts) shall have an equal or greater fire-resistance rating.
d. Penetrations (including electrical, recessed lights & mechanical ductwork) located within
fire-rated assemblies shall comply with specific requirements.
2. For New Construction Projects – Show detailed drawings or otherwise describe wall, floor, ceiling,
and roof fire-rated assemblies. Reference numbers of approved construction assemblies from
nationally recognized agencies (for example, Underwriters’ Laboratories, U.S. Gypsum Association,
etc.) may be submitted, but descriptive specifications and/or illustrations must also be included.
3. For Retrofit/Remodel Projects – In lieu of specific documentation for the original structure, the
Building Department may accept installation of (2) layers of 5/8” Type X drywall at one side of wall,
floor/ceiling, or roof assemblies to provide the required one-hour fire rating between adjacent
dwelling units. The Architect may otherwise provide alternative fire resistance rating for assembly
components as per Chapter 7 of the 2015 I.B.C.
Attachments:
 “Two-Family Dwellings – Fire Separation Requirements” as excerpted from 2015 I.R.C. Code/Commentary
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R.302.2.4 Stnrctural independence. Each individual townhouse shall be structurally independent.

Exceptions:

1. Foundations supporting exterior walls ot cornmon
walls.

2. Structural roof and wall sheathing from each unit
fastened to the common wall framing.

3. Nonstructural wall and roof coverings.
4. Flashing at termination of roof covering over common wall.

5. Townhouses separated by a common wali as provided in Section R302.2,Item

1

or 2.

4. Each townhouse must be structurally independent and

capable of being removed without atfecting the adjacent dwelling unit. This provision is applicable only to
townhouses, not two-family dwellings. This independence is useful not only in the event of a fire in one unit,
but also during any remodeling or alteration. The
objective of this structural independence is that a complete burnout could occur on one side of the wall without causing the collapse of the adjacent townhouse.
This condition occurs rarely. The provision also helps if
there is ever a fire or other problem by creating a clear
separation between the units. With separate ownership and each owner having a different insurance company, the ability to gain access or get repairs made can
be difficult and time consuming. By having clearly sep-

arated units, it is much easier to determine who is
responsibie and to make any needed repairs.
The code lists five exceptions that waive the structural independence requirement. A quick review of the
exceptions shows that they generally deal with items
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that will not structurally affect townhouses should a
problem develop in the adjacent dwelling unit. Exception 1 is based on the norm within the industry for foundation construction. ln the code, Section R402 lists
only wood and concrete within the foundation materials section, although Section R404 accepts masonry
foundation walls. ln general, concrete and masonry
are the most common types of foundations;wood foundations are viewed as unique. Given the performance
of both masonry and concrete, and the fact that these
foundation systems must sustain loads from both the

structure and the adjacent soils, it is reasonable to
assume that the foundation will not be the item that
fails in most situatíons. Permitting a common foundation also helps solve other problems that would arise if

the structural independence issue were taken as an
absolute. An example where requiring separate foundations would probably create more problems or difficulty is in the dampproofing or waterproofing of belowgrade foundation walls.
lf a wood foundation is used between adjacent units,
what is the level of fire protection that may be needed?
Because concrete and masonry foundations are the
norm, it would be easy to forget or overlook protectíng
the foundation when it is constructed of wood. ln these
cases, it would seem appropriate to deal with the foundation as any other wall, and protect it on any exposed
side. The level of fire resistance should be equalto that
of the wall or walls that the foundation supports.
R302.3 Two-family dwellings. Dwelling units in two-family
dwellings shall be separated from each other by wall and
floor assemblies having not less than a l-hour fire-resistance
rating where tested in accordance with ASTM 8119 or UL
263. Fire-resistance-rated floor/ceiiing and wall assemblies
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neighbor in the adjacent dwelling unit. To accomplish

shall extend to and be tight against the exterior wo.ll, and wall
assemblies shali extend from the foundation to the underside

this protection, the code addresses

separation
between the units, structural support and any openings
or penetrations of the separation.
Depending on the layout of the various dwelling
units, Sectlon R302.3 requires that the walls and/or
floor assemblies that divide one dwelling unit from the
adjacent unit be at least 1-hour fire-resistance rated.
See Commentary Figure R302.3 for examples of the
separation. The separation rating is to be determined
by either ASTM E119 or UL 263, which is the normal
test used for determining fire resistance. Many tested
assemblies are available for use in these locations.
The provisions of the section also address the con-

of the roof sheathing.
Exceptions:

l.

A fire-resistauce ratiug of

11,

hour shall be permitted in

buitdings equipped throughout with an automatic
sprinkler system installed in accordance with NFPA

2. 'Wall assemblies need not

extend through øølc spaces
s/u-inch
whcrc thc cciling is protected by not less than
(15.9 nmù Dpe X gypsum board, an øfflc drafT stop
constructed as specified in Section R302'12'1 is provided above and along the wall assembly separating
the dwellingl and the structt¡ral framing supporling
t/r-inch ( l2'7
the ceiling i.r protected by not less than
mm) gypsum board or equivalent.

*

tínuity of the separation, so that one dwelling unit is

completely divided from the other. The horizontal
aspect of the separation, which requires that the

assemblies extend to and be tight agaínst the exterior
wall, is not difficult to comply with. lt is most likely the
vertical aspect (continuing a wall assembly to the
underside of the roof sheathing) that will require some

gs,
nation's fires occur
particularly one- and two-family dwellings. These fires
accountfor more than 80 percent of all deaths from fire
in residential uses (including hotels, apartments, dormitories, etc.) and about two-thirds of all fire fatalities in
any type of building. One- and two-family dwellings
also account for more than 80 percent of residential
property losses and more than one-half of all property
iosées irom fire, Despite this poor fire record' there is
widespread resistance to mandating much in the way

of

detailed planning, careful construction and careful
inspection for the units to be separated.
Exception 1 grants a reduction in the required separation for those cases in which the building is equipped

with an automatic sprinkler system. ln these cases, a
rating of 1/, hour is permitled varsus a 1-hour fire-resistance rating. The sprinkler system must be "installed in

of fre protection systems or methods because of our
society's belief that people's homes are their castles'
This viewpoint has limited the types of protection that
are imposed on these private homes to the installation
of smoke alarms and the more recent requirement of
dwelling unit separation. Section R302.3 provides a

accordance with NFPA 13," and is to be installed

"throughout" the building. The type of sprinkler system
used must meet NFPA 13 and may not be installed to
either NFPA 130 or 13R, even though those two standards do address certain types of residentíal uses. The
word "throughout' requires thatthe sprinkler system be
installed in all portions of both dwelling units and any

separation for protection of the occupants of one dwelling unit in a two-family dwelling from the actions of their
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common spaces. The provisions of NFPA 13 that permit omitting sprinklers in certain areas, such as small
concealed spaces, are applicable' Therefore, the provision requires a complying sprinkler system 'Throughout" the buildíng (that is, in all areas of the building that
must be protected according to the standard), and it

does not accept any partial system, such as one

installed ín only one dwelling unit or only in the basement level of both units.
Exception 2 addresses separation in the area of the
attic of two-family dwellings or duplexes. As long as an
attic draft stop is prosenl that meets the requirements
in Section R302.12.1, the 1'hourfire separation is per5/o-inch (15'9
mitted to stop at a ceiling constructed of
mm)Type X gypsum board. This may be beneficialas,
in many cases, the type of truss or attic rafter and rafter
tie/coliar tie configuration will prohibit continuing construction of the 1-hour separation wall all the way up to
the roof sheathing.
R302.3.1 Supporting construction.'Where fl oor assemblies
by Secrion R302.3' the
such assemblies shall have an
equal or greater fire-resistance rating.
* This provision applies only to walls that support the
fire-¡esistance-rated floor assemblies that form the
are required to be fire-¡esistance lated

supporting construction

of

separation between dwelling units in a two-family
dwelling where the dwelling units are stacked verti-

cally. When eiiher all or portions of a dwelling unit separation are provided by a floor assembly, the code
requires that the structural suppods for the separation
have a rating equal to or higher than the floor. This is
conceptually similar to the garage separation of Section R302.6. Without the supporting construction beíng

protected, a fire on the lower level could lead to an
early failure of the dwelling unit separation (see Commentary Figure R302.3. 1 ).

assemblies
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R302.4 ftwclling unit rated peletrations. Penetrations r:f
wall or floor-ceiling asse¡übliss required to be fire-resistance
rirtecl in accordance with Scction R302.2 ur R302.3 shall be
protected in accordance with this section.

section addresses the specific requirements for

the integrity of
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a

as

intended. The provisions of this section apply to pene.
trations of fire-resistance-rated walls and fl oor/ceiling
assemblies that are a part of the dwelling unit separation in either twô-family dwellings ortownhouses. Pen-

etrations

of the rated assemblies range

from

combustible pipe and tubing to noncombustible wiring
with combustible covering to noncombustible items,
such as pipe, tube, conduit and ductwork.
Each type of penetration requires a specific method
of protection, which is based on the type ol fire-resistance-rated assembly penetrated and the size and
type of the penetrating item. The first step in determining the type of penetration protection required is to
identiff whether a wall or floorlceiling assembly is
being penetrated. The next step is to determine the
type of penetrating item and whether jt is a membrane
or through penetration. Once these factors are known,
then the applicable section must be applied and ihe
applicable method of protection must be decided upon.
R302.4.1. Through penetrations. Through penetrations of
fire-resistance-rated wall or floor assemblies shall comply
with Section R302.4. 1. 1 ot R302.4.L2.

Exception: 'Where the penetrating items

are steel, ferrous
or copper pipes, tubes or conduits, the annular space shall
be protected as follows:

1.

In

concrete or masoüy wall or floor assemblies,

concrete, grout or mortar shall be permitted where

inst¿lled to the full thickness of the wall or floor
assembly or the thickness required to maintain the
fire-resistance rating, provided that both of the following arê complied with:
1.1. The nominal diameter of the penetrating
item is not more than 6 inches (152 mm).
.2. The area of the opening through the wall does
not exceed 144 square inche.s (92 900 mrn2).

2. The material used to fill the arnular space shall prevent the passage offlame and hot gases sufficient to

{. This section contains the general requiremenls for

SUPPORT OF DWELLING UNIT SEPARATION

maintainíng

lf the penetralion of

ignite cotton waste where subjected to ASTM 8119
or UL 263 time temperature fire conditions under a
positive pressure differential of not less than 0.01
inc.h of wâter (3 Pa) at the location of the penetratíon
for the time period equivalent to the fire-¡esistance
rating of the construction penetrated,

UNITA

'& This

penetratíons.

bly itself is jeopardized and may not perform

1

DWELLING UNIT
SEPARATION

at

rated assembly is not properly constructed, the assem-

through penetrations, which are penetrations that pass
through an entíre assembly. A through penetration ¡s in
contrast to a membrane penetration, wtrich creates a

penetration through only one side of an asssmbly,
Membrane penetrations are addressed fater in Section
R302.4.2. See Commentary Figure R302.4.1 for an
illustration of these two types of penetrations.
Through penetrations must be protected to maintain

the fire resistance of the penetrated assembly, The

code states two methods, found

in

Sections

R302.4,1.1 and R302.4.1.2, which can be used to
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assure the adequacy of the penetraiion protec-tion. The
differehce betwben ihese two is the test methodology

used, but they both provìde essentially the same
resulis. The cómmentary for those 'seçtions is addi-

tional discussion of the differences.
Based on the history of these provisions and on the
wealth of fire test daia that exists concerning items
such as conduit, water plping and other similar penefat¡óns, the coqle prov¡de's two exceptions that permit
proteotion by meihods olhet thal those. generally
iequired. thé firs! permits the useof colcrete, grout or
mortar to protect dertain penetratiqrs of coñorete and
mâsonry wall of floor assemblies' lhg cg¡crete, grout
or mortår muÊt be applied for the full thickness of the
assombiy unless evidenee can be produced demonstrating if'at t¡re required fire-rssistance rating can be
achievéo with a lesdçrdepth. Concrete, grout and mortar hâve traditionally been used as protection for the

ánnular space in' penelrations of concrete and
*ãàãnry aisemþlies.'Experience has shown this form

Ot-proteu¡on to þe viablå. However, caution must be
usåd any time something, such as awatêr pipe or conduit, is'"place-d in concrete ol masonry- Sections
Þäooe"s ãno- Þzoos,s cantain examples of protection
of plumbing sYstems.
Èxceotion ã addresses the space between ihe penetratins item and the oríginal assembly construction'
This gãp is catled the annular space,.and this exception o-roiides a method to simply evaluate the performanäe of the material used to fill that space. lt is often
miitatenty believecl that this excêptiort Plrmits a'vari'
ety of uniósted items, but aq can be ceen þm the p19viõ¡on itself, the n¡aterials need to maot a !Pec,$c
performance levsl. This exception requires that the
of the material to prevent the passage of flame
ä¡ility'not
gases sufficieni to ignite cotton- when subánO
iected toine tíme'temperatuie criteria of the ASTM
'Èt
1g teststandard be prequalified. This roquirement is
ilm¡lar to provisions fbunð in both AqTM El19 and
ÀSffr¡ EB1'4, the slandards used to evaluate fire-resis=

tant assèmblies and penetration protection. Because it
ls verv llkelv that the i¡enetration in the actual fire will be
expoéed to a positiúe pressure, this ssqtlon speclfies
thát the test-liie exposure include a positive pressure
of 0.01 inch (0.25 mm) of waler column äs a further
msans to verify the performance of this protoction

method, Thus'the protection will not bs blown out or
moved from its Place during a fire'
R302.4.1.1 Flre-resistance-rsted assembly. Penetrations
shall be instalted as tested in the appraved fire-resistance'
raûed asseurbly,

addresses situations in which the penetratisn is tested as a part of the regular full-scala,Test for
the wafl or floor/ceiiing assembly. The ponotration and
proposed bpe of pr,otee-tion are evaluated as a.part of
itrelregutaiÄSTM Ë119 test, which evaluates the wall
or flooi/ceiling rating. This seetion and the opJion ¡t pr&'

s This section

vìdes are no[ usedtrequently because of the cost of

conducting such full-scal€ tests and the limitations
olaced oñ the application of the tested assembly'
b"cause of these'ibsues, penÈtrâtion$ arê most often
protecled in accordance with one

becüon R3û2.4,'t

or the

oT

the exceptions in

provisions

of

Section

R302.4.1.2.
R.302,4.1,2 Penetration firestop system. Pçnctrations shall
be protected by an approuerl penetrarion firertop system

ínstalled as tesie<l in ace-'otdance with ASTM EBl4 or UL
1479, with a positive pressure diffèrential of not iess than
0.01 inch of wåter (3 Pa) and shall have an F rating of not less
than the required fîre-resisfance rating of the wall or floorceiling assembly Penetrated,
.i Through-penetration firestop systems consist of spe-

cific rñatèrials or an assembly of materials that are

designed to restrict the passage of fire and hot gases
for Jpresuibod period of time through openings made
in Rrd-resistance-rated assemblies. To dotermine the
effectivene$s of a through'penatration fir.estop .syslgq
in restricting the passage oi fire, and to determine that

the penetrãtion ñas nót jeopardized the original ftre-

resistaniassembly, firestóp systems must be subigcted
to firs testing usiñg the ASTM 8814 or UL 1479 test
standard. tlìis is a-small-seale tesl method developed

THROUGH
PENETRATION

SEC' R302:4'1

MEMBRANE
PENETRATIONS

sEc, R302.4.2

F igure R302.4,1

TYPES OF PENETRATIONS
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speeifically for the evaluation sf a firestop system's ability to residt the passage of flarne a¡.d lot gases' with'
siand thermalstresses and restrict the lransfer of heat
through the penetrated assembly. There are hundreds
if notlhousands of tested through-penetration firestop
çystems availaþle today, The actual type of syslem
used will depend on thà type and construction of the
àisemoly bding penetratai, tl.re malerial makeup and
size of th-e penõtiating item, and the size of the annular
$pace that'exists between the penetrating item and the
are a multiabsemblv beinq penetrated. Becauselhere*one
size fits
tuoe ôipio¿uCi's'avallable, and tháre is no
of promethods
if
the
is
helpful
all" sysiem available, it
tection are included on thâ c,onstruction documen't$ as
covered by Section R106,1.1.
The actúal ratlng of the through-penetration firostoq
system is generatãd from the reãufts of tlre testing and
2015 INTERNATIONAL RESIDENTTAL CODE6 COMMENTARY
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is reported as an "F" (flame) rating and a "Ï'(temperature) rating. The code requires only an F rating. The F
rating indicates the period of time, in hours, that the
through-penetration flrestop system remained in place
without allowing the passage of fire during the fire exposure test, or the passage of water during the hose

L.2. By a horizontal distance of not less than the
depth of the wall eavity where the wall cavity is filled with cellulose loose-fiIl, rockwool or slag mineral wool insulation.
1.3. tsy solid lireblocking

stream portion of the test. The required F rating must be
equal to the fire-resistance rating of the wall or floor/ceil-

pads.

1.5. By othet listed materials and methods.

unit seParation.

2. Membrane penetrations by listed electrical

Two of the most common materials used in throughpenetration flrestop systems are intumescent and
endothermic materials. lntumescent malerials expand
approximately I to 10 times their original volume when
exposed to temperatures exceeding 250'F (121"C).
The expansion of the materialfills the voids or openings
within the panetration to resist the passage of flame,
while the outer layer of the expanded intumescent
materialforms an insulating chared layerthatassists ín
limiting the transfer of heat. The expansion properties of
intumescent materials altow them to seal openings left
by combustible penetrating items that burn away durlng
a fire, but they do not retard heat as well as endothermic
materials, lntumescent materials are typically used with
combustible penetrating items or where a higher T rating is not required.
Endothermic materials provide protection through
chemically bound water released ín the form of steam

to

to fill voids left by combustible penetrating items that
burn away during a fire. Therefore, endothermic materials are typically used with noneombustible penetrating
items and where a hígher T rating is required.
R302.4.2 Membrane penetrations. Membrane penetations
shall cornply with Sestion R302.4.1. rffhere walls are required

to have a fire-resistance rating, recessed fixtures shall be
installed so that fhe required fire-resistance rating will aot be
reduced.

Exceptions:
1. Membrane penetrations of not more than 2-hour fireresistance-rated walls and partitions by steel electrical boxes that do ¡rot exceed 1 6 sqtrare inches (0.0103
mzS in area provitled that the aggregate area of the
openings through the membrane does not exceed 100
square inches (0.0ú45 m?¡ in any 100 square f'eet
(9.29 m2) of wall area. The annular space between the
wall membrane and the box shall not exçeed llu inch

(3.1 mm). Such boxes on opposite sides sl ths wall
shall be sepamted by rrrre of the fi-rlluwirrg:

1.1. By a honzontal distance of not less than 24
inches (610 mm) where the wall or partition
is constructed with individual noncommunicating stud cavities.
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boxes of

any materials provided that tåe boxes have been
tested for use in fire-resistance-rated assemblies and
are installed in accordaqce with the instructions
included in the lísting. The annular space between the
wall memb¡ane and the box shall not exceed 1l, inch

(3.1 mm) unless /isred otherwise. Such boxes

on

opposite sides of tle wall shall be separated by one of
the following:

2.1. By the horizontal distance specified in
/istln6 ofthe electrical boxes.
2.2.

By solid fireblocking in

the

accordance with

Section R302.11.

2.3. By protecting both boxes with listed putty
pads,

2.4- By other listed materials and methods.

3. The annular space created by the penetralion of a
fire sprinkler provided that it is covered by a metai

temperatures exceeding 600'F

(316"C). This released water cools the penetration and
retards heat transfer th rough the penetration. Endothermic materíals tend to be superior in heat-transfer resistance and have higher T ratings, but they do not expand

accordance with

1.4. By protecting both boxes with lísted putty

ing assembly that is being penetrated. This means
either a 1- or 2-hour rating, depending on the dwelling

when exposed

in

Spction R302.11.

escutcheon plate.
.1.

This section deals with instances where only a single

side of the fire-resistance-rated assembly is penetrated. This would be the situation for items such as
electrical outlet boxes or plumbing fixtures located on
one side of the wall only. Commentary Figure R302.4.1
shows this type of penetration. For the most part, a
nrembrane penetration is to be protected by one of the

previously described methods established for through
penetrations. However, there are some penetrations

that are allowed without a specific firestopping material
in the annular space around them. These are
addressed by the exceptions. This section also deals
with the installalion of recessed luminaires in fire-resistance-rated assemblies and states that their installation
may not r€duce the assembly's protection. Although
these fixtures åre common, they do reprosent a penetration of the assembly's protection snd must be
installed so that the assembly is not compromisod.
Exception 1 allows penetrations of steel olectrical
outlet boxes under certaín conditions. The criteria of
this section limitthe síze of the box to 16 square inches
(0.01 03 m2) or less in area and to an aggregate aroa not
to exceed 100 squaro ínches (64 500 mm?) in eacì 100
squ€re foot (9.3 mJ area. Commentary Figure
R302.4.2(U shows some of the requirements of this
section. The area limitations are consistent with the criteria from fire tests, which have shown thatwithín these
limitations, these penetratlons will not adversely affect
the fire-resistence rating of lhe assembly. However, the
3,51
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boxes are assumed to be installed as they were durlng

the f¡re tests. ln general, the test requirements match
the limitations shown by the code regarding their size
and the need to be offset. An additional requirement,
one that does not appear in the code, regulates the size

of the annular spacf, created around the outlet boxes.
Both the Undenilriters Laboratory's (UL) Fire-Restlstanæ Dlrectory and the Gypsum Association's Ffercsrìslance Design Manualspeciff a maximum over-cut

of 1/. inch (S mm) for the annular space around the outlet boxes. R¿On¡ónaUy, Article 314 of the Natlonal ElecîÍcal Aode (NEC) (also known as NFPA 70) includes
the size limitation of the over-cut. Thereforo, the excep
tion applies only whên the boxes are installed as they
were dirring the original fire têsts, including the limited
annular spãce. Becãuse outlet bsxes on both sides of a
wall create penetrations of boür layers of a wall assem-

bly's protection, the code provides five methods to

adOrebs this problem. This gives code users several

options and does not limit ihem to the usual 24-inch
(610 mm)offset.
Excepúon 2 permits using outletboxes of nonmetallic
materials if they have been specificallytested. Because

many differenttypes of nonmetallic boxes are available,
it is importanttodeterminethatthe boxes being used i¡

the raied dwelling unit separation have been tested'
Although the exception applies to nonmetiallic electrical

outlet boxes, the same concopt would apply to eteel
boxes that exceed the sizes spocified in Exception 1'
Exception 3 provides an altemative to the annular
space protection provisions for a llro sprinkler that penetrates a single membrane. This exception is available
if the annulai space around the sprinkler is completely
covsred by an escutcheon plate of noncombustible
material. The nature of the hazard posed by single-

membrane penetratíons of the sprinkler ls limited bythe
size of the opening, the potential number of openings
present and the presence of a sprinkler system. The
installation of a noncombustible escutcheon provides
protection against the free passage of fire through the
annular spaõe and allows for the movement of the
sprinkler piping without breaking during a seismic event
[see Commentary Figure R302.4.2(2)l'

'

FIRE-RESISTANCE.
RATED WALL

MIN 24 lN.
SËPARATION

BOX SIZE: 5 16 SQ lN.
WITH MAX OF lOO SO IN,
PER 1OO SO FT OF WALL

*rrrr rr. J#äff8Jf?Èro5#E*,,*,o*
For

Sl:

1 inch = 25.4 mm, 1 square inch = 645 mm2, 1 square foot = 0'0929 m¡'

Flguro R302.4'2(t)
MEMBRANE PENETRATION BY OUTLET BOX

CEILINO MEMBRANE

ESCUTCHEOTI PLAÍE

PENDENT SPRINKLER

Flgurc R302.4.2(2)
EXCEPTION TO ANNUI.AR SPACE PROTECTION
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